
MY530B
WALK-BEHIND POWER SCRUBBER

The advanced design 
allows the Conquest 
My530B to be operated 
in tight and congested 
areas while maintaining 
the higher productivity 
levels of the larger 
models.

The Conquest My530B has one scrubbing brush or pad that 
gives an optimum finish and also allows for maximum pressure 
to be applied cleaning the most stubborn dirt and stains.

With its V-shaped squeegee this scrubbing machine is able to 
produce the ultimate dry floor limits any damage to squeegee. 
The ultra-smooth plastic finish on tanks allows for easy, 
hygienic cleaning of machine inside and out. 

COMPACT & CONVENIENT

AUSTRALIA WIDE 
T: 1800 826 789
www.conquestequipment.com.au
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FEATURES 

 º Advanced design allows for operation in tight and congested areas while  
maintaining the higher productivity levels of the larger models

 º V-shaped squeegee produces the ultimate dry floor limits any damage to squeegee

 º Smooth plastic finish on tanks allows for easy, hygienic cleaning of machine  
inside and outside

 º Heavy duty, powder coated steel scrub deck is resilient to knocks and bumps  
protecting the brush from unwanted damage

 º Separate clean water & solution tanks eliminate contaminants from dirty water

 º Scrubbing rotating brushes easily remove stubborn dirt drying squeegee dries floors instantly leaving 
it safe to walk on 

 º Supplied standard with brush and pad holder

 º Versatile solution for all types of hard flooring

AUSTRALIA WIDE 
T: 1800 826 789
www.conquestequipment.com.au

 º TCXR-SPE-V01
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SPECIFICATIONS MY530B

Cleaning Width 510mm scrub path

Solution Tank Capacity 33L

Recover Tank Capacity 40L

Suction Motor 24/730V/W

Brush Speed 140RPM

Power Supply 24/105V/Ah

Battery Charger Automatic battery charger

Weight 128kg

Machine Dimensions 1160 (L) x 560 (W) x 960 (H)mm


